Utilizing modules of different functions to construct a Janus-type membrane and derivative 3D Janus-type tube displaying synchronous trifunction of conductive aeolotropism, magnetism and luminescence.
The microstructures and macrostructures play a crucial role in the properties and applications of multifunctional materials. Herein, microscopic partition and macroscopic partition are combined by devising and preparing different modules that can be elaborately devised to possess specific performances. A two-dimensional (2D) 3-module Janus-type membrane multifunctionalized by conductive aeolotropism, magnetism and luminescence (defined as 3M-CML Janus-type membrane) is constructed via electro-spinning. The modular structure of 3M-CML Janus-type membrane is obtained by devising and constructing three different modules, including luminescence module (denoted as L module), conductive aeolotropism-luminescence module (marked as C-L module) and magnetism-luminescence module (named as M-L module). The results prove that almost no mutual detrimental influences exist among different modules owing to the macroscopic modular structure and Janus-type structure, which effectively avoids the negative interactions among different materials. Tb(BA)3phen/PVP nanofiber, [PMMA/Eu(BA)3phen]//[PMMA/PANI] Janus-type nanoribbon and [PMMA/Tb(BA)3phen]//[PMMA/Fe3O4] Janus-type nanoribbon are, respectively, selected as building units of the three modules, which further prevents the negative interactions among different materials and improves the versatility of 3M-CML Janus-type membrane. The luminescence, adjustable conductive aeolotropism and variable magnetism of 3M-CML Janus-type membrane are systematically discussed. Meanwhile, novel flexible four types of brand-new three-dimensional (3D) Janus-type tubes are obtained by rolling modularly devised 2D 3M-CML Janus-type membrane with different rolling schemes. As derivatives of the 2D 3M-CML Janus-type membranes, macroscopic 3D Janus-types tubes exhibit similar performances to 2D 3M-CML Janus-type membranes. The 2D Janus-type membrane and 3D Janus-type tube will have momentous applications in flexible electronics and nanodevices in the future.